Week 4 Assessment

The due date for submitting this assignment has passed.
As per our policy you have not submitted this assignment.

1) Which condition does not fit for a perfectly competitive market?
   - There is a large number of buyers and sellers, and a large number of firms.
   - The product is homogenous.
   - There are no barriers to entry.
   - There are no barriers to exit.

   None of the above

   Accepted Answers

   Treatment costs are based on the patients' affordability

2) Corporate hospitals in a monopoly are an example of
   - Monopolistic competition
   - Oligopoly
   - Perfect competition
   - Monopoly

   Accepted Answers

   Oligopoly

3) Which of the following is not a reason why healthcare markets fail in India?
   - Lack of public hospital
   - Under supply of good doctors
   - Lack of insurance among the poor rural masses
   - None of the above

   Accepted Answers

   None of the above

4) Poor health financing mechanisms in a country can lead to
   - Lesser funds for health service delivery
   - Health not being a public good
   - Increasing out of pocket expenditure

   All of the above

5) It is a city, a group of multispeciality hospitals decide to emphasise on cardiology, oncology and orthopaedics, in order to dominate the entire market. From this, we can infer that:
   - Oligopoly
   - Monopolistic competition
   - Monopoly
   - Perfect competition

   Accepted Answers

   Oligopoly

6) Three objectives of Universal Health Coverage are given below. Find the odd one
   - Availability of healthcare facility should be adequate
   - Health insurance should cover all serious treatments
   - High quality of healthcare should be provided to all irrespective of payment mechanism
   - Healthcare should be affordable to everyone

   All of the above

7) A poor economy can be characterized by
   - High out of pocket expenditure
   - High coverage of private health insurance
   - Dependence on community based health financing
   - A and C

   All of the above

8) Introducing information technology under healthcare delivery systems is an objective of
   - Universal Health Coverage
   - Go Building Blocks
   - None of the above

   Accepted Answers

   A and C

9) Following attributes are required for successful community based financing
   - Partial support
   - Ability to mobilize fund
   - Risk pooling within community
   - Association with private insurers

   Accepted Answers

   A and C

10) Social health insurance is compulsory and for a specific group of people
    - True
    - False

    Accepted Answers

    True